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Drift motions in a non-equilibrium smalllattice gases system which consists of two particles 
interacting repulsively in the potential are investigated. We found that the present system 
realizes theおllowingtwo types of dri氏motionsand the transition between them under the 
driving force working on one of particles; 1) Forward drift: Both particles dri立inthe same 
direction as the force direction if the driving force is large. I) Backward drift: While the directly 
driven particle drifts in the force direction， the other particle drifts in the opposite direction if 
the driving force is given as the certain strength (not so large). By the analysis through the 
transition diagrams， we explain the mechanisms of this inversion of the drift directions. 
Similar motions to our obtained results， the forward drift and the backward drift， have been 
observed as the motions of the agellar motor in Bacteria. The agellar motor is a rotational 
motor in which a rotor realizes the steady rotations due to the ows of protons driven by the 
electrochemical potential gradient across the membrane. Here， depending on the environment 
around the Bacteria， this rotor realizes both directional rotations， the clockwise and counter-
clockwise rotations， by the unique directional ows of the protons. We expect that our results 
give important hints to nd out the possible mechanism for such performance of this motor. 
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